
Study on Responsive Machine Translation
Explores Advances in Functionality Based on
Context, Metadata, and Usage

The Path to Responsive Machine Translation

New report by CSA Research, “Responsive

Machine Translation,” details how

responsive MT will evolve and what it

means for the language services industry

BOSTON, MA, USA, October 19, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Machine

translation (MT) today is an

increasingly established technology

that plays a critical role for enterprises,

governments, non-profit organizations,

and language service providers.

However, it requires substantial

improvement in the intelligence of the

data used to train it – and in the quality

and relevance of its outputs – if it is to

take its next steps forward. 

Since independent market research firm CSA Research first identified the advent of “Human-

Enriched MT” in 2011 and “Augmented Translation” in 2016, MT has seen ever-accelerating

adoption in the language industry. CSA Research’s latest report on MT, “Responsive Machine

Translation,”  predicts that current developments and trends in artificial intelligence will result in

machine translation that responsively adapts its output based on context, metadata, and usage

scenarios.

“This advance will require substantial changes to core MT technology and how implementers

interact with the technology,” comments Dr. Arle Lommel, senior analyst at CSA Research. “The

magic behind the scenes involves increasingly sophisticated metadata and context that allow the

emergence of ‘polymorphic MT engines’ that adapt dynamically to the content they translate in a

way that current-generation MT systems cannot.”

Today’s Adoption of MT Falls Short of Potential

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://csa-research.com/Blogs-Events/Blog/responsive-machine-translation
https://csa-research.com/Blogs-Events/Blog/responsive-machine-translation
https://insights.csa-research.com/reportaction/305013336/Toc
https://insights.csa-research.com/reportaction/305013336/Toc


Through the course of seven decades of development, the technological underpinnings of

machine translation have evolved and their applications have increased. In many aspects – most

notably speed, volume, and cost – MT has far surpassed the capabilities of human translators.

“However, some major MT developers even claim that their systems have achieved ‘human

parity’ – that is, that their output quality is as good as, or better than, that of professional human

translators. Nevertheless, users and suppliers alike still struggle with applying MT. They find that

the output continues to fall short in many scenarios and remains far from meeting the standard

expected for human translation,” comments Dr. Arle Lommel. “The focus of our latest MT

research is on how the industry and technology will evolve to meet these shortcomings.”

The Evolution of MT and its Impact on the Language Services Industry

This report explores how responsive MT will evolve and what it means for the language services

industry, including:

•	The four architectural foundations of responsive MT solutions.

•	The types of metadata that power polymorphic MT’s responsiveness.

•	Challenges in deploying metadata-driven MT and how to address them.

•	Developing “responsible MT” – the step beyond responsive MT – that can be trusted to meet a

variety of ethical, legal, and regulatory requirements.

•	Recommendations for responsive MT for LSPs, buyers of language services, and technology

vendors.

Information Sources

This guidance is based on CSA Research’s many interactions with machine translation developers

and researchers, language service providers that deploy MT, and content creators who use the

technology to facilitate their international work. In addition, the firm supplemented the findings

with ongoing surveys of these constituencies about how they work with machine translation and

other language technologies.

Related Research

•	“Four Futures for Global Intelligent Content”

•	“Augmented Translation”

•	“The Calculus of Translation”

•	“Small AI for Language Technology”

•	“Bridging the Multilingual Training Data Divide”

This report and its related research are available to CSA Research’s clients. To learn more, visit

csa-research.com.  

About CSA Research 

http://www.csa-research.com
http://www.csa-research.com


CSA Research, formerly Common Sense Advisory, is an independent market research company

helping companies profitably grow their global businesses and gain access to new markets and

new customers. Its focus is on assisting its clients to operationalize, benchmark, optimize, and

innovate industry best practices in globalization, internationalization, localization, interpreting,

and translation. http://www.csa-research.com | @CSA_Research 

Tweet this: New report from @CSA_Research explores how responsive MT will evolve and what it

means for the language services industry. #MT #marketresearch #aheadofthecurve
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